A network biology model of micronutrient related health
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Micronutrients are involved in specific biochemical pathways and have dedicated functions in the body, but they are also interconnected in complex metabolic networks, such as oxidative-reductive and inflammatory pathways and hormonal regulation, in which the overarching function is to optimise health. Post-genomic technologies, in particular metabolomics and proteomics, both of which are appropriate for plasma samples, provide a new opportunity to study the metabolic effects of micrornutrients in relation to optimal health. The study of micronutrient-related health status requires a combination of data on markers of dietary exposure, markers of target function and biological response, health status metabolites, and disease parameters. When these nutrient-centred and physiology/health-centred parameters are combined and studied using a systems biology approach with bioinformatics and multivariate statistical tools, it should be possible to generate a micronutrient phenotype database. From this we can explore external factors that define the phenotype, such as lifestyle and lifestyle, and the impact of genotype, and the results can also be used to define micronutrient requirements and provide dietary advice. New mechanistic insights have already been developed using biological network models, for example genes and protein-protein interactions in the aetiology of type 2 diabetes mellitus. It is hoped that the challenge of applying this approach to micronutrients will, in time, result in a change from micronutrient oriented to a health oriented views and provide a more holistic understanding of the role played by multiple micronutrients in the maintenance of homeostasis and prevention of chronic disease, for example through their involvement in oxidation and inflammation.

Micronutrients: Homeostasis: Metabolomics: Phenotype: Health: nutritional systems biology

Micronutrient supported metabolic health

Many micronutrients are involved in the homeostatic regulation of overarching processes intimately involved in whole body metabolism, including oxidative-reductive and inflammatory pathways. Precise regulation of these processes is required to maintain the fine balance between optimal health and early onset of (diet-related) disease. Micronutrients act as cofactors in metabolic biochemistry (riboflavin, vitamin B12), and also in enzymes such as superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase (GPX), that are involved in defense mechanisms (Se, Zn, Cu, Fe). They have roles as chemical antioxidants (vitamins C, E), and some essential fatty acids are associated with protection against inflammation (EPA, DHA, ALA). Other micronutrients are involved in hormonal regulation, including iodine, which is essential for the biosynthesis of thyroid hormone (T4) involved in metabolic regulation.

Thus, although each micronutrient is involved in one or more specific biochemical pathways and physiological functions and is ultimately associated with health problems with acute or chronic under- or overexposure; each interacts by modulating these or other pathways connected in a complex metabolic network essential for maintaining optimal health. The majority of micronutrient research to date has focused on the biological activity of single micronutrients or on the interactions between limited combinations of micronutrients. A more global view of their metabolic effects is therefore needed to appraise their impact on health.

With the development of systems biology (the study of multiple processes that together determine molecular/ cellular and whole body physiology) we need to reconsider the function of micronutrients in the context of an integrated perspective. If all micronutrient-related processes are to work together and interact in order to maintain optimal health, it might be possible to examine their respective roles from the perspective of quantified metabolic health. A number of components of this quantification are described below, where the central theme is not to evaluate the individual components or parameters, but to focus on the systems approach. Four levels will be discussed, partly derived from the biomarker concepts established by Passclalm 1: (1) markers of exposure to food components; (2) markers of target function/biological response, which are usually functional parameters that are directly related to the micronutrient; (3) health parameters related to the micronutrient function, and (4) disease parameters related to micronutrient dysfunction. The Passclalm methodology deviates from the proposed structure, as it also uses intermediate biomarkers i.e. early observations related to disease onset, while we propose at this level to broaden the view from a micronutrient function perspective to a
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Micronutrient markers of exposure to food components

Markers of target function and biological response

The advantages of this new approach are that firstly, it further embeds micronutrient biological activity in the context of molecular processes that are related to the maintenance of optimal health, and secondly, it enables us to describe and quantify the interactions between micronutrient in the same context. This review extends this avenue of thinking and proposes a series of applications related to this approach.

As mentioned above, the molecular components that together describe the relationship between micronutrients and metabolic health, as detected and quantified in plasma, can be grouped into four classes which are described below. Together, they comprise the components of the ‘micronutrient biological network’.

Micronutrient markers of exposure to food components

These arguments imply that all relevant parameters in micronutrient status, target function, and the impact on health and disease should be identified and integrated into a systems approach in order to evaluate relationships and ultimately to derive micronutrient recommendations for optimal health based on this new integrated approach. Analytical technologies are rapidly developing that can be used to quantify many of these parameters. Clearly, this approach is based on developments in nutritional systems biology, which aims to understand nutrient–health relationships at a systematic (molecular) physiology level, associating all relevant metabolic levels in a common network biology model. With the possibility of quantifying gene transcripts (transcriptomics), proteins (proteomics), metabolites (metabolomics), as well as genotype variants (epigenetics) using post-genomic technologies, the technical goal should be within reach. In addition, basic systems biology research is providing tools and concepts in modeling and network biology. As this review focuses on the use of these technologies in network biology related to plasma measurements, emphasis is given to the metabolome and proteome rather than the transcriptome and epigenome which cannot be characterized in plasma. Addressing micronutrient requirements in relation to optimal health using these new approaches may seem like a quantum leap, but the steps required are rapidly becoming feasible, and this review proposes to provide an initial road map that will hopefully initiate discussion and stimulate nutritional scientists to devise experimental studies to test the hypothesis. In fact, similar visionary incentives have already been provided by senior nutrition scientists during recent years. The advantages of this new approach are that firstly, it further embeds micronutrient biological activity in the context of molecular processes that are related to the maintenance of optimal health, and secondly, it enables us to describe and quantify the interactions between micronutrient in the same context. This review extends this avenue of thinking and proposes a series of applications related to this approach.

One of the recommendations made in the review of the UK Food Standards Agency Antioxidants in Food Programme was a broader view on mechanisms of action of functional effects and bioavailability of plant components (antioxidants) e.g. interactions between dietary factors and the immune system, markers of endothelial damage (e.g. ICAM-1, VCAM-1, P-selectin), modulation of Phase I and Phase II enzymes, and effects on gene expression and cell signaling. We now recognize that the relationship between micronutrients and health parameters (‘overlapping processes’) is reciprocal, as changes in inflammatory status, for example, affect micronutrient bioavailability and efficacy.

These arguments imply that all relevant parameters in micronutrient status, target function, and the impact on health and disease should be identified and integrated into a systems approach in order to evaluate relationships and ultimately to derive micronutrient recommendations for optimal health based on this new integrated approach. Analytical technologies are rapidly developing that can be used to quantify many of these parameters. Clearly, this approach is based on developments in nutritional systems biology, which aims to understand nutrient–health relationships at a systematic (molecular) physiology level, associating all relevant metabolic levels in a common network biology model. With the possibility of quantifying gene transcripts (transcriptomics), proteins (proteomics), metabolites (metabolomics), as well as genotype variants (epigenetics) using post-genomic technologies, the technical goal should be within reach. In addition, basic systems biology research is providing tools and concepts in modeling and network biology. As this review focuses on the use of these technologies in network biology related to plasma measurements, emphasis is given to the metabolome and proteome rather than the transcriptome and epigenome which cannot be characterized in plasma. Addressing micronutrient requirements in relation to optimal health using these new approaches may seem like a quantum leap, but the steps required are rapidly becoming feasible, and this review proposes to provide an initial road map that will hopefully initiate discussion and stimulate nutritional scientists to devise experimental studies to test the hypothesis. In fact, similar visionary incentives have already been provided by senior nutrition scientists during recent years. The advantages of this new approach are that firstly, it further embeds micronutrient biological activity in the context of molecular processes that are related to the maintenance of optimal health, and secondly, it enables us to describe and quantify the interactions between micronutrient in the same context. This review extends this avenue of thinking and proposes a series of applications related to this approach.

Micronutrient markers of exposure to food components

Clearly, the concentration of individual micronutrients, their bioactive form, and specific biochemical/molecular markers or surrogate measures that reflect micronutrient intake and short-term status form the building blocks for more complex analyses involving metabolic pathways and multiple interactions. However, transient changes in plasma levels may have limited bearing on the longer-term impact on nutritional status, body pools and health. The supply of micronutrients that dictates plasma concentrations, enzyme-dependent levels and activities, and molecular markers is derived from two sources: dietary and endogenous. Mathematical models can be built to describe the flux of micronutrients between different body compartments, and the conduit for this process is the blood plasma, which is the reason why isotopes are employed to label the diet or endogenous pools in order to identify the origin of the micronutrient when attempting to study diet-health relationships. Another complication is that for a number of micronutrients, such as calcium, there is an overriding influence of homeostatic mechanisms that ensure that plasma concentrations are not perturbed but are maintained within a tightly controlled range.

Markers of target function and biological response

Functional biomarkers of micronutrients directly report on their primary biochemical role. Selenium is a cofactor in a number of enzymes, both with known and unknown function. Therefore, enzyme activities of glutathione peroxidase, thioredoxin reductase and 5-lipoxygenase will be directly related to the quantity of available selenium in the body. Yet, other factors beyond selenium bioavailability influence the functional biomarker activity. For example, both genetic polymorphisms in 5-lipoxygenase and a series of GPX SNPs have been reported. Furthermore, GPX enzyme induction as part of the oxidative stress response (exercise) impacts on its activity and conversely selenium deficiency hampers GPX activity primarily under extreme oxidative stress conditions. Interestingly, other micronutrients are also involved with the relationship between selenium and antioxidant capacity. Antioxidants such as ascorbic acid and alpha-tocopherol have a direct impact on antioxidant status and oxidative stress response. The enzyme cofactors Cu, Zn and Mn influence superoxide dismutase activity, as do lipoic acid and ascorbic acid. Yet, Zn has many
other targets that influence oxidative and inflammatory processes\(^{(19)}\). Parameters related to oxidative stress thus reflect the function of multiple micronutrients. Essential omega-3 fatty acids ALA, DHA, EPA have an impact on the integrity of the inflammatory machinery, and directly influence the selenium dependent 5-lipoxygenase activity. Thus, it is apparent that a biological network is beginning to unravel in which there are many interconnecting relationships whereby micronutrients have an impact on metabolic health. Furthermore, a number of phytochemicals have been reported to have an indirect antioxidant action, for example the isothiocyanate sulforaphane has been shown to interact synergistically with selenium\(^{(20)}\). Synergy between sulforaphane and selenium in the induction of thioredoxin reductase 1 requires both transcriptional and translational modulation. Riboflavin, through its involvement in the biosynthesis of FMN and FAD, directly influences (energy) metabolism, as does niacin\(^{(21,22)}\). FAD is involved in folic acid metabolism as cofactor of MTHFR, thus linking to vitamin B\(_{12}\). In other words, many micronutrients are involved in the complex process of maintaining homeostasis through interconnected metabolic pathways.

**Micronutrient related health status metabolites**

The above discourse demonstrates that many micronutrients interact directly or indirectly in order to maintain homeostasis for overarching processes such as oxidation and inflammation, as well as being interdependent for many other metabolic pathways. Identification of the broader biological process that is reflected in the functional spectrum of any one micronutrient will demonstrate strong overlap with a number of other micronutrients as well as key phytochemicals. It thus makes sense to approach the functional assessment of micronutrient activity not only from a micronutrient perspective, but also from a health perspective, i.e. including all molecular/physiological processes that are influenced by the micronutrient. Quantification of the status of these overarching processes will complement the insights obtained from quantification of micronutrient status and functionality.

In extending this argument for selenium, we were able to detect in plasma not only the direct metabolite of the selenium dependent 5-lipoxygenase (5-HPETE), but also the four downstream leukotrienes (LTA\(_4\), LTC\(_4\), LTD\(_4\) and LTE\(_4\)) (Fig. 1). These interact with a large family of oxylipids (prostaglandins, thromboxanes and lipoxins), of which current metabolomics technology can identify and quantify more than 80 different oxylipid members in one single LC-MS analysis\(^{(23)}\). In assessing these, we were able to quantify the impact of the omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, together with the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant effects reported for alpha-tocopherol\(^{(24,25)}\).

Metabolomics technologies provide the opportunity to determine broad-brush assessments of a very large spectrum of plasma metabolites. GC-MS metabolomics now routinely encompasses the analysis of 250 identified and quantified plasma compounds, many of which directly reflect metabolic status\(^{(26)}\). Lipidomics, the metabolomics branch dealing with lipophilic metabolites, also covers hundreds of compounds in plasma\(^{(27)}\). Databases give insight into the metabolome composition of plasma\(^{(28)}\). Thus, from a technological perspective, doors are opening to complement functional and targeted analysis with non-targeted ‘open’ analysis.

A major application of plasma metabolomics is differential display profiling, i.e. the comparison of the metabolomes of distinctly different phenotypic status (health/disease, lean/obese, low/high fat diet, etc). All metabolites are analysed without pre-conceived ideas of the differences in concentrations between phenotypes. Multivariate statistical analysis reveals a series of metabolites that are predictive for the differences, namely a ‘biomarker profile’. Yet, metabolomics profiling is not straightforward and needs careful unraveling of biomarker profiles using multivariate statistical approaches. Mechanistic interpretation is needed as it will strengthen the statistical conclusions and reveal new insights. In the area of proteomics, this has lead to a series of diagnostic biomarker applications in the areas of cancer\(^{(29,30)}\) and Alzheimer’s disease\(^{(31)}\). Application of metabolomics in micronutrient related health status assessment thus allows an open and unbiased evaluation of metabolite changes that will complement the targeted approach described above. For example, comparison of plasma metabolomes in individuals exposed to high and low selenium intakes may reveal metabolite changes not previously described and this will add to the selenium plasma biological network and may also provide novel biomarkers of exposure. Of course the arguments presented above for metabolomics are equally valid for plasma proteomics and functional assays.

By using multiple comparisons, it will be possible to construct a series of connected micronutrient biological network models. Naturally, a note of caution is required because the ‘omics’ technologies mentioned are not yet mature in the sense that they do not provide yet a full coverage of identified and quantified metabolites and proteins. Yet, this molecular network approach is receiving broad attention in systems biology\(^{(31–34)}\) and nutrition research seems well positioned to profit from these developments.

**Micronutrient related disease parameters**

Micronutrient deficiencies have been associated with a series of pathologies such as hypertension\(^{(35)}\), colon and prostate cancer\(^{(36)}\), breast cancer, CVD and osteoporosis. Yet, in many cases, our current knowledge does not allow us to make a causal link with the deficiency, although it may be described as a predisposing risk for the onset of the disease. It is largely accepted that a disturbance of metabolic homeostasis, oxidation and/or inflammation is a trigger for these diseases, and data linking modulation of these processes in (pre-) disease states to micronutrients have been published\(^{(24,25)}\). Yet, biomarkers or biomarker profiles related to these diseases might be partially relevant for (or contribute to) the micronutrient biological network, and thus, components may be added to the micronutrient biomarker profile. This group of biomarkers partly overlaps with the third group (‘health related biomarkers’). Conceptually, a ‘health space’ can be defined as a multidimensional space built from concentrations of all metabolites or proteins constituting the metabolic network. The disease states may produce a biomarker profile in the extreme regions of the ‘health space’. This ‘health space’ can be visualized by reducing it to two dimensions with statistical tools like principle component analysis, with all subjects positioned in this space based on the concentration values of all metabolites. ‘Normal’ subjects (with ‘normal’ values for all biomarkers) are projected in a defined zone,
and aberrant subjects (diseased states) are projected in extreme regions out of the healthy zone. Similar concepts have been described for diseases and drug action\(^{(37,38)}\). Fig. 2 illustrates this concept.

### The micronutrient phenotype database

The parameters of the micronutrient biological network, as derived from status, function and ‘health’ outlined above, together describe micronutrient-related health status. This
combines a nutrient centered view and a physiology or health centered view of the micronutrient and health relationship. Evaluation of these relationships provides a number of insights. Firstly, it allows the establishment of relationships between multiple micronutrient concentrations or status parameters and changing states of overarching processes. Secondly, it allows us to relate nutrient status, functional status and health status (individually and in combination) to a wide range of phenotypical, physiological and controlled dietary conditions. Thirdly, it may provide micronutrient recommendations based on the micronutrient biological network evaluation, i.e. a dietary recommendation based on a set of individual parameters.

A basic requirement for developing these insights is a streamlined method for capturing, annotating, storing, retrieving and interrogating these data. A database needs to be established that stores the status parameters described above together with accurate phenotypical and dietary quantification, the nutritional phenotype database. This concept has been introduced by previous authors (8,39). The post-genomics scale expansion in biological sciences has triggered a large number of efforts to standardize, format and annotate parameters. The plasma metabolome has been disclosed by the Human Metabolome Project (HMDB, www.hmdb.ca), and a comparable community-based project is running for the human plasma proteome (40). Ontologies are becoming available to describe physiological status and food/nutrient intake. The European Nutrigenomics Organization has developed tools to capture nutrition and health experimental annotations. A micronutrient nutritional phenotype database can thus easily be embedded (federated) in a number of ongoing projects. Furthermore, this strategy fulfills the requirement for increased transparency in reporting of human clinical studies (41). The database needs to be a global consensus project allowing standardized collection and sharing of all relevant studies, and might actually be a driver for further experimental (analytical and procedural) standardization.

Capturing requirements and variation in requirements with micronutrient biological networks

External factors that impact on and hence determine the phenotype (e.g. life stage and lifestyle, body weight etc, see Fig. 3) may affect micronutrient status and functionality, and thus affect the micronutrient–health relationship. Dietary requirements and recommendations for many phenotypes are being discussed and some have been established, based primarily on a variety of physiological parameters. Folate requirement in early pregnancy is increased due to the high rate of DNA synthesis in the embryo and this argument has led to specific recommendations. In addition, genetic variations have been described that are involved in folate metabolism and function (42). Yet, these genetic differences cannot yet be translated into specific recommendations. A similar argument can be made for most micronutrients where there are well-established genetic disorders (43), for example Wilson's disease, where copper accumulation results in hepatic toxicity. In addition, integrated approaches reveal unexpected links between copper metabolism, cell-cycle machinery, and cholesterol biosynthesis (44). Consequently, it will be very difficult to dissect the human population into a number of subgroups with specific requirements due to the multitude of factors determining the phenotype, and the complexity of the related biology. An individual’s health status (or phenotype) is the result of

Fig. 2. Health space as defined by metabolic profiles. This (theoretical) two-dimensional plane is created by principal component analysis of all metabolite parameters affected by micronutrient status. A ‘healthy phenotype’ produces a metabolome profile concentrated around the center of the plan, while extremes are represented by disease states in which micronutrients play a role. Conceptually, these are arranged in metabolic effects, inflammation effects, oxidation effects and cell cycle effects. Nutrition related phenotypes (like obesity) show mild deviations from ‘healthy’, low levels of micronutrient supplementation (e.g. folate) demonstrates a biomarker shift from the healthy status, while on top of this a specific genotype may be visualized.
many external (exposure, environment) and internal (genetics, ageing) factors. In the end, it will be very difficult to provide a dietary recommendation for all possible genetic variations and phenotypic states. Of course, pragmatic solutions exist, such as defining upper and lower limits together with the assessment of biological relevance in genetic variation. This approach, however, has a number of serious drawbacks. The folic acid story again illustrates this, with the numerous genetic polymorphisms involved and the practical impossibility to quantify the folate-health relationship for all relevant combinations of genotypic and phenotypic states\(^{45,46}\).

The primary argument in this review is that by assessing and correlating all relevant biological parameters (with an emphasis on plasma metabolites and proteins) that can be quantified, a holistic view on micronutrient function can be obtained and a series of parameters that drive variability (including genetics, epigenetics, and phenotypic origins of variation and vulnerability described above) may not necessarily need to be assessed, as the results of these drivers are quantified. Of course, a pragmatic approach would be to combine knowledge of drivers and results (e.g. a specific genotype with its effect on phenotype). Yet many examples are becoming available of very accurate ‘omics-based’ phenotypic characterizations, related to interventions\(^{47–52}\) and it is worthwhile pursuing this line of investigation, and developing and implementing the necessary toolbox.

Although we have made the above generalizations, we acknowledge that different phenotypes have different ‘homeostatic values’ for various metabolites in a micronutrient biological network. The ‘one size fits all’ approach will not work. And this is exactly the purpose of this ‘micronutrient biological network profiling’. By using a large set of parameters, partly derived from scientific knowledge and partly from observations made in relation to various phenotypes, we can develop methodologies to correlate specific profiles (i.e. specific variations in multiple analytes) with specific phenotypes. A logical next step is the correlation of specific micronutrient(s) activities, with micronutrient requirements related to the phenotype.

A large body of research on variations in micronutrient status and functional parameters related to variation and requirements is available. An inventory could be made and captured in the nutritional phenotype database, and most likely, a series of variations in plasma parameters could be extracted which may be related to micronutrient-health relationships for specific genotypic and phenotypic conditions or subgroups. For each of the individual parameters, but more importantly, in a multivariate method, trends or profiles can then be described that are related to dietary requirements.

Next, in pursuing this approach, a broad inventory will be made of all relevant plasma parameters at biologically relevant lower and upper limit concentrations, and not just for those already known. Each component (metabolite) of the plasma network will be assigned a normal value and range related to a specific phenotype, derived from a series of sources (such as clinical chemistry databases, cohort studies, the Human Metabolome Database HMDB). In doing this, a careful match with phenotypic parameters needs to be made, and this requires a series of robust biomarkers that also describe early risk of chronic disease. This is a tremendous challenge because we not only want to describe a healthy phenotype for the purpose of quantifying the limits of ‘health’, but also to shed light on the risk of chronic disease and its prevention through diet. If, however, this worthwhile goal can be achieved, it would implicitly disclose the robustness of the micronutrient biological network, as the ‘amplitudes’ of the plasma parameters are correlated to vulnerability and unhealthy physiological states. Thus, insight will be obtained in the variations (upper/lower concentrations) in micronutrient plasma status and all related functional and ‘health related’ biomarker parameters that maintain a physiologically normal biological network, for any specific phenotype.

Application of biological network models has been shown to provide new mechanistic insights in relation to macronutrients. A network model of type 2 diabetes identified sets of genes and protein-protein interactions involved in the etiology of the disease. Moreover, different gene sets were observed to
be related to different insulin resistance models\(^{(33)}\). Similar approaches (pathway network models) also have found their use in atherosclerosis research\(^{(53)}\), modern bioinformatics tools have been shown to be useful in constructing multidimensional biological relationships and have aided in understanding the complexity of health and disease relationships.

The micronutrient biological network approach will thus profit from these applications in a holistic reassessment of the relationship between multiple micronutrients, metabolism, oxidation and inflammation. This relationship can easily be extended to bioactive phytochemicals (e.g. epigallocatechin gallate, resveratrol, lycopene) and bioactive lipids (e.g. omega-3/6 fatty acids).

From micronutrient biological network to phenotype based micronutrient requirements: modeling and statistics

The activities described above will provide network biology models which are ‘parameterized’ with normal values for a maximal number of metabolites and peptides. Also, where possible, these parameters will have information on how deviations in concentration impact (or at least are related to) deviations in health status. It is now possible to integrate statistical models with biological evaluations. Multivariate statistical analysis of plasma metabolomes produce and exploit biomarker profiles, which can be matched with the plasma biological network. However, from a micronutrient point of view biomarker profiles need to be quantitative, comparable across studies and their components need to be interpretable within the biological context, if ever these profiles are to be accepted for providing guidance on interventions. This requires a careful selection of statistical methods, such as partial least square regression models (PLS) and well adapted normalisation approaches for data originating from different studies that feed the biological network. Bayesian network approaches have been applied in similar experiments (both genetics, transcriptomics and metabolomics) and provide added value\(^{(54)}\). In fact, the ‘health space’ concept discussed above was developed for the pharmacological area using a Bayesian classifier approach\(^{(37)}\). Such approaches have been developed and validated in the field of genomics and metabolomics over the past 5 years and need to be adapted. This will create a combination of biological and statistical relationships, where certain parameters will be relatively stable and others will vary strongly based on specific external (nutrition, ... ) or internal (health state, pre-disease state, ... ) influences.

Next, a series of fine-tuning studies can be performed, that will serve to validate the quantitative model. Biomarker profiles related to micronutrient deficiencies or micronutrient related disease onsets can be obtained and matched with the network. Specific phenotypic or genotypic conditions which are expected to result in variations in micronutrient requirements can be entered into the model. The same can be done for studies where multiple micronutrients have been used. Such validation exercises increase the knowledge base linked to the micronutrient biological network.

Finally, the biological networks can be used in ‘reverse mode’, namely for predicting micronutrient requirements based on the profile of parameters of the micronutrient quantified by metabolome technology.

How to begin?

Achievement of such a major advancement in the field of micronutrient nutrition requires the building of an extensive knowledge base. As discussed previously, combined databases, common annotation and most of all a shared vision amongst scientists will be needed to drive this endeavour. From a number of fields in biology, it can be seen that the advantage of the technological leap of the last 10 years can only materialize if supported by strong consortia in the field (Human genome, yeast, C. elegans). Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten, that every journey starts with the first step and in this regard, this paper presents the vision for Micronutrient Network Biology within the EU Network of Excellence, EURRECA, a consortium of European Nutritional scientists\(^{(55)}\). Initial steps are being made within this consortium to commence data sharing that is necessary to build nutritional networks for micronutrients. Although many tools and solutions have become available within the public domain, there is still a gap for solutions dedicated to micronutrient biology and micronutrient studies. To develop this infrastructure, three stages will be implemented: (1) a combined database where scientists can contribute their study data in a controlled environment, (2) structured bioinformatics, specifically adapted for micronutrient biology, and (3) multivariate statistical tools, that build on the existing study design within the field, but can cope with the requirements of multiple linked response variables within the Biological Network.
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